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Abstract This paper deals with the analysis of a Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR) based D-Shape Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) Biosensor for the detec-
tion of multi-molecules present in a single analyte or simultaneous detection of
more than one samples of an analyte. A spatially distributed bi-metallic layer
of plasmonic metals (Silver and Gold) are deposited on the outer flat surface
of a D-shaped PCF. Two metals generate two resonance peaks corresponding
to a specific sample of an analyte. The analytes are floated on to the flat sur-
face of D-shaped PCF. The mode analysis of proposed sensor is done using
Finite Element Method (FEM) with Perfectly Matched Layer (PML). In this
study, it can be seen that spatially distributed bimetallic layers can detect
more than one sample of analyte simultaneously. The different dimensions of
spatially distributed bimetallic SPR based D-Shape PCF sensor are also opti-
mized with respect to centre-hole diameter, first air hole ring diameter, metal
layer thickness and the depth of D-shape. It is also observed that the two SPR
wavelengths can be controlled slightly by varying these parameters. It has
been seen that for some optimal set of dimensions with the same sensitivity,
the confinement loss of the plasmonic peaks is more. This property may be
useful in the applications, where one can sense more than two molecules or
more than two samples for the single analyte.
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1 Introduction

Biosensors have now become very important in biomedical diagnosis. They
are vastly useful for the areas such as point care treatment, monitoring of en-
vironmental changes and diseases, control for edible items, discovery of new
medicines, and in biological research. SPR technology is useful to investigate
bio-molecular interaction analysis, interactions between DNA - DNA, DNA
- protein, lipid - protein and hybrid systems of bio-molecules and inorganic
surfaces. [1]. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) is a phenomenon which hap-
pens when the polarized light strikes a metal surface at the boundary with
different refractive indices (RI) mediums which excites collective oscillations
of free electrons of metal surface [2]. These oscillations are highly sensitive to
change in RI of medium so this technique is useful to design different type of
sensors [3–21]. Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCF) are type of optical fibers with
single material by creating air-holes in cladding along the fiber length. One
type of PCFs have the ability to confine light in the hollow cores with peri-
odic air holes in cladding by photonic band-gap (PBG) mechanism. In another
type light can be confined in solid core by modified total internal reflection
(M-TIR) mechanism in which cladding of PCF has periodic or aperiodic air
holes. Hence, PCFs are finding applications in fiber-optic communications,
fiber lasers, nonlinear devices and sensing applications [22–26].
Initially prism based SPR sensors were used [3–6] but these sensor have bulky
size and can not be used use as remote sensing application. Hence, fiber op-
tic SPR sensors replaced the prism based sensors [7–10] which also have two
problems like phase matching between core mode and plasmonic mode, and
packaging of microfluidics setup. The PCF based SPR sensors have rectified
these difficulties by using small center air hole and by filling microfluidics in
air hole array coated with metal layer [11,12]. It is not easy to coat metal layer
inside the fiber, D-shaped PCF rectified this difficulty by depositing plasmonic
metal layer on flat surface [13–17].
In previous research studies, single analyte [3–17] or the multianalyte sens-
ing [18–20] have been done. In our previous works, it has been shown that
the two types of molecule can be sensed in a sample analyte by creating
two microfluidics channels with spatially distributed bimetallic plasmonic lay-
ers [21, 27]. In this paper, it is shown that spatially distributed bimetallic
plasmonic layers can also perform simultaneous detection of two samples of an
analyte.The different parameters of the chosen sensor have also been character-
istically optimized to enhance the performance of the sensor. The dimensions
are varied with respect to center hole diameter, first air ring hole diameter,
plasmonic metal layer thickness, depth of D-shape. It is shown that the two
plasmonic peaks can be slightly controlled by varying these parameters except
first air ring hole diameter. The idea behind controlling of plasmonic wave-
lengths is to change the phase matching wavelength by fixing either the core
mode or surface plasmon polariton (spp) mode RI with varying RI of other
one. It is also observed that the some dimensions have greater confinement
loss for the plasmonic peaks with approximately same sensitivity of differ-
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ent plasmonic peaks which may be useful to sense more than two molecules
for the single analyte or more than two samples of an analyte because If the
number of metallic material is increased (more than two) spatially to detect
more molecules in an analyte sample, then number of plasmonic peaks will
increase. The surface area of the fiber is limited to its cross-section, where the
metallic layers are deposited, so the confinement loss of each plasmonic peak
will decrease proportionally which may or may not be significant. The chosen
sensor is analyzed with COMSOL Multiphysics software using Finite Element
Method (FEM) with perfectly matched layer (PML).

2 Proposed Sensors

The schematic diagram of D-shaped PCF based SPR biosensor with spatially
distributed Ag-Au metalized layers is shown in Fig. 1 where The dimensions
of chosen sensor has been also described in detail. The chosen sensor has two
hexagonal air hole rings with different diameters to propagate the core mode,
a centre air hole to facilitate the phase matching of core and plasmonic (SPP)
mode, a spatially distributed thin layer of Silver and Gold metal to achieve the
superposition of SPRs. The pitch (p) of multi-sample sensor is chosen so that
the confinement loss of the core mode should be more [28]. For the detection

Fig. 1: D-shape PCF based SPR Biosensor with spatially distributed Ag-Au
metalized layers with numerical values of the parameters: pitch factor p =
1.9µm, ratio of center air hole diameter to hole to hole spacing dc/p = 0.25,
ratio of air holes diameter of inner layer to hole to hole spacing d1/p = 0.4,
ratio of air holes diameter of outer layer to hole to hole spacing d2/p = 0.45,
thickness of spatially distributed plasmonic layer of Ag-Au metal t = 40nm,
Depth of D-shape D = 2.26µm, RI of sample analyte na = 1.33, RI of air
holes nair = 1.0.

two samples of an analyte, two channels are created with same antibody layer
for two different samples of an analyte (RI of analyte is 1.33). For analysis of
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the sensor, it is assumed that the RI of analyte will be increased to 1.34 when
antibody-antigen reaction takes place. If no detecting molecules are present in
any sample then RI of both channel will be 1.33. If detecting molecules are
present in sample of any channel then RI of that channel only will increase
to 1.34 with no effect in RI of other channel similarly if both samples have
detecting molecules that the RI of both channel will increase to 1.34.
The PCF is made of fused silica, whose refractive index is defined by Sellmeier
Dispersion model formula [29]. The Dielectric constants of Silver and Gold are
obtained by the Lorentz-Drude Dispersion Model given by Rakic [30].

3 Simulation, Results and Discussion

The chosen sensor has been simulated with the help of COMSOL Multiphysics
software. Finite element method (FEM) with anisotropic perfectly matched
layer (PML) is used to perform the modal analysis. The confinement loss
(CL) of the PCF can be calculated as [31]:

α(dB/cm) = 8.686×
2π

λ
Im(neff )× 104 (1)

where Im(neff ) is imaginary part of mode index for operating wavelength
λ(µm).
The performances of SPR sensors are characterized by wavelength sensitivity
(Sλ) and resolution (R). which are defined as [32]:

Sλ(nm/RIU) = ∆λpeak/∆na (2)

R(RIU) = ∆na ×∆λmin/∆λpeak (3)

where ∆λpeak is the shift in the resonant peak for ∆na change in refractive
index of analyte, ∆λmin is the minimum shift in peak wavelength for reliable
detection which is assumed to be 0.1nm.
Mode analysis is performed of the sensor in wavelength range 500nm-700nm
initially. Because of the two spatially distributed plasmonic metals, the su-
perposition of two maximum CL peaks are observed as shown in Fig. 3 with
peak wavelengths 534nm and 598nm. The two peaks are sensitive to change
in RI of analyte with sensitivities 2200nm/RIU and 1600nm/RIU. It can be
seen from Fig. 3 peak wavelengths corresponding to two samples shift only
in right direction when RI of analyte of corresponding channel is increased.
It shows that two samples of an analyte are easily distinguishable on basis of
peak wavelength shifts. To evaluate the SPR wavelengths of the two peaks,
core mode and SPP mode RI variation is also shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen
that the first and second phase matching wavelengths of silver λp,Ag and gold
λp,Au are observed as 524.8 and 596.6nm respectively whereas their maximum
CL peaks λCL,Ag and λCL,Au are observed at 534 and 598nm respectively. It
can be noted that phase matching wavelengths and CL peak wavelengths are
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slightly different. This is because that the total confinement loss is the sum-
mation of loss due to silver metal, loss due to gold metal and loss from the
other part of sensor, and near the SPR wavelength of silver, loss due to silver
metal is greater than loss due to gold metal and far more greater than loss
from the other part of sensor. Here core mode and SPP mode at λp,Ag, λp,Au,
λCL,Ag and λCL,Au are also shown in Fig. 2a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h.

Now we are going to tune the plasmonic excitation with respect to cen-
ter hole variation, first layer hole variation and also plasmonic metal layer
thickness. Now mode analysis is performed in wavelength range 500-660nm.

3.1 Variation of center hole diameter

In Fig. 4a, CL is presented with respect to different center hole diameter
variations. It can be noted that CL of both the plasmonic peaks increases
as the diameter of center hole increases because more light will be disperse as
increase in center air hole size. From Fig. 4b, it can be seen that both λCL also
increases with increase in center hole diameter. It happens because effective
RI of core mode decreases with increase in dc at a fixed wavelength whereas
effective RI of two plasmonic modes are almost constant. So one can tune the
core mode with the plasmonic modes by varying the center hole diameter for
λp and also for λCL. It is difficult to maintain the core mode for dc more than
0.45. It is also shown in Table 1 that sensitivity of peak 1 and peak 2 are
almost constant with increase in center hole diameter.

Table 1: Sensitivity for center hole diameter variation

dc/p Sensitivity Peak 1 (nm/RIU) Sensitivity Peak 2 (nm/RIU)

0.25 2200 1600

0.35 2200 1700

0.45 2200 1800

3.2 Variation of 1st layer hole diameter

It is well known that CL of a PCF decreases as the ratio of air hole diameter
to hole to hole spacing increases. Therefore as increase in first air hole ring
diameter CL of both plasmonic peaks of proposed sensor also increases due
to more light-metal interaction, shown in Fig. 5a. From Fig. 5b it can be
noted that Plasmonic peak wavelengths are almost constant as d1 increases
because RI of both core and cladding decreases as increase in d1. Sensitivities
of plasmonic peaks for different d1 are evaluated in Table 2. It is studied that
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 2: Mode field distribution of D-shaped PCF sensor with spatially dis-
tributed Ag-Au metalized layer (a) core mode at λp,Ag (b) SPP mode at λp,Ag

(c) core mode at λCL,Ag (d) SPP mode at λCL,Ag (e) core mode at λp,Au (f)
SPP mode at λp,Au (g) core mode at λCL,Au (h) SPP mode at λCL,Au .
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Fig. 3: RI variation of core mode and plasmonic mode for 1.33 RI of analyte
and CL for different RI of analyte.

it is difficult to maintain core mode for d1/p < 0.2 and difficult to maintain
both CL peaks for d1/p >= 0.5.

Table 2: Sensitivity for first layer hole diameter variation

d1/p Sensitivity Peak 1 (nm/RIU) Sensitivity Peak 2 (nm/RIU)

0.2 2100 1600

0.3 2200 1700

0.4 2200 1600

0.5 —- 1400

3.3 Variation of metal layer thickness

Fig. 6a, it can be seen that CL increases t decreases because lesser number of
metal electrons can be more energized by the evanescent wave. It is difficult
to deposit less than t < 30nm because of particle size of gold and silver in nm
range and for t >= 45nm CL is very low to maintain the plasmonic peaks. It is
also noted that plasmonic peaks wavelengths shifts in right as t increases it is
because as t increases the effective RI of plasmonic mode will increase whereas
effective RI of core mode is almost constant for a particular wavelength which
can also be seen from Fig. 6b. So tuning of CL and plasmonic wavelengths
are also possible with metal layer thickness variation but experimentally the
accurate deposition of metal layer is difficult. Sensitivities of plasmonic peaks
are shown in Table 3. It can be seen sensitivities are better in the range of 35
and 40 nm metal thickness.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: (a) CL with variation of dc (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic
mode with dc.

Table 3: Sensitivity for metal layer thickness variation

t(nm) Sensitivity Peak 1 (nm/RIU) Sensitivity Peak (nm/RIU)

30 1600 1200

35 2100 1700

40 2200 1600

45 —- 1800

3.4 Variation of depth of D-shape

Fig. 7a, it can be seen that as D is increased than CL also increases but both
λCL shift in left. CL increases because the depth of evanescent wave increases
in metal layer and both λCL shift in left because effective RI of cladding
decreases whereas effective RI of core is constant which can also be seen from
Fig. 7b. The sensitivities for different depths are tabulated in Table 4. It can
be seen sensitivity is slightly low for the sharp cut.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: (a) CL with variation of d1 (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic
mode with d1.

Table 4: Sensitivity for depth of D-shape variation

D(µm) Sensitivity Peak 1 (nm/RIU) Sensitivity Peak 2 (nm/RIU)

2.2 1600 1200

2.26 2100 1700

2.4 2200 1600

So it can be seen that by varying the different parameters we can increase
the Confinement loss as well as tuning of plasmonic wavelengths are also pos-
sible. The effect of different design parameter variation for CL and plasmonic
wavelengths shift are also summarize in Table 5. On comparison with Ref. [21],
the two plasmonic peaks have much larger CL for dc = 0.45 with slightly in-
creased sensitivity of the second peak, for d1 = 0.2 with same sensitivities. We
also achieved the larger CL for t = 30nm and t = 2.2µm but at the cost of
less sensitivities.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: (a) CL with variation of t (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic
mode with t.

Table 5: Effect on CL and λCL with variation of different parameters

Increment of Confinement Loss Plasmonic wavelengths shift

dc increases right

d1 increases almost constant

t decreases right

D increases left

4 Conclusion

In this paper, it is shown that spatially distributed bimetallic layers created the
superposition of SPRs which can detect two samples of an analyte simultane-
ously. On optimizing the sensor performance, it is observed that the two SPR
wavelengths can be controlled by varying center hole diameter easily. Greater
confinement loss for the plasmonic peaks is observed for some dimensions with
same sensitivities which may be useful to sense more than two molecules for
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: (a) CL with variation of D (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic
mode with D.

the single analyte or more than two samples of an analyte.
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Figures

Figure 1

D-shape PCF based SPR Biosensor with spatially distributed Ag-Au metalized layers with numerical
values of the parameters: pitch factor p = 1.9µm, ratio of center air hole diameter to hole to hole spacing
dc/p = 0.25, ratio of air holes diameter of inner layer to hole to hole spacing d1/p = 0.4, ratio of air holes
diameter of outer layer to hole to hole spacing d2/p = 0.45, thickness of spatially distributed plasmonic
layer of Ag-Au metal t = 40nm, Depth of D-shape D = 2.26µm, RI of sample analyte na = 1.33, RI of air
holes nair = 1.0.



Figure 2

Mode field distribution of D-shaped PCF sensor with spatially distributed Ag-Au metalized layer (a) core
mode at λp,Ag (b) SPP mode at λp,Ag (c) core mode at λCL,Ag (d) SPP mode at λCL,Ag (e) core mode at
λp,Au (f) SPP mode at λp,Au (g) core mode at λCL,Au (h) SPP mode at λCL,Au .



Figure 3

RI variation of core mode and plasmonic mode for 1.33 RI of analyte and CL for different RI of analyte.



Figure 4

(a) CL with variation of dc (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic mode with dc.



Figure 5

(a) CL with variation of d1 (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic mode with d1.



Figure 6

(a) CL with variation of t (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic mode with t.



Figure 7

(a) CL with variation of D (b) RI variation of core mode and plasmonic mode with D.


